
Paragraph on Travelling
Traveling means going from one place to another for different
purposes. They also explore to see the unseen and know the unknown.
Travelers always travel to the most beautiful places of the world
which uphold the existence of nature. All things are created by
Allah. There are many means to see the unseen and know the unknown,
but traveling is the best of all. For example, Reading books gives us
literal knowledge, the listening story gives us indefinite ideas, but
traveling gives us visual as well as concrete knowledge. At the same
time, people do not travel for the same purposes. Someone travels to
gain knowledge and experience, someone travels for pleasure, someone
travels for business purposes, etc. There are different types of
traveling like- traveling by air, bus, boat, train, bus, etc. Every
traveling has much educative value. It is a part of education. Our
education and book knowledge remain imperfect without traveling. For
this reason, we can learn many things by traveling. It teaches us
trade and commerce, language, sociology, customs, culture, history,
geography, and so on. Therefore, the educative value of traveling
beggars description. Besides, there are some special benefits of
traveling. If a man stays in one place for a long time, he becomes
monotonous and his life becomes boring and callous. Travelling
removes our monotony and gives pleasure. Similarly, it also broadens
our outlook and refreshes our minds. A good traveler can easily
educate others. He can give us first-hand knowledge of men and
matters of another country. I like traveling very much.

Or,

Short Paragraph on Travelling
Question: Write a paragraph on ‘Travelling by answering the following
questions.
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How is traveling useful?
What do many of us want to do?
What can we see when we go on traveling?
What can we get by traveling?

Answer: Travelling is a part of education. By traveling we can be
familiar with the home and abroad. Many of us want to travel to
exciting places and meet our new friends. Some travelings are
expensive while some are cheap. Leaving our place when we go on
traveling, we can see the golden apples growing. There below another
sky Parrot islands anchored lie. There are eastern cities with
mosques and minarets among the sandy garden set. And the rich goods
from far and near are gathered for sale in the bazaar. Some silent
cities stand on the desert islands. There is no street or house nor a
sound of child or mouse. The ugly crocodile lies in the Nile and the
red flamingo flies hunting fish under blue skies. In the jungle man-
devouring, tigers are very alert because of the hunter. Thus, we can
gather vast knowledge by traveling.


